Ten other such winged lions are known, and the type has been studied closely by W. Ll.
The earliest is an Etruscan winged lion (Figure 4) , carved in the soft slate-gray stone called nenfro, which is common in central and southern Etruria. Unlike Greece, Etruria (and for that matter most of Italy) did not use marble or other hard stones in its early monumental sculpture, and stone sculpture itself began in Etruria several generations later than in Greece. Winged lions and other fantastic monsters such as sphinxes were found at the entrances of tombs in the vast necropolis of Vulci, and the winged lion in New York clearly belongs to this series. The animal is represented seated (part of the hind legs is missing), with head held up, facing front, and mouth wide open with teeth bared. The wings grow out of the shoulders and curve in along the back of the neck. While the lion's general shape and contour are reasonably naturalistic, the grooves on the head, legs, and wings are not. These are purely ornamental or even abstract in character and do not attempt to represent muscles, feathers, or the like. Instead they help to divide the surface and underline the major ana- 
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